Welcome...

We’re really pleased to welcome you to our 2016 Criminology and Criminal Justice catalogue, in which we’re highlighting our new and recent bestselling titles.

With coverage spanning victimology, green criminology, global policing, life-course criminology, and transnational crime, the books we’re publishing in 2016 are exciting additions to our Criminology list, the breadth and depth of which we really pride ourselves on. It’s a list that can support students, lecturers and researchers at every stage of their academic career.

With that in mind, we do of course have a huge range of titles not included in this catalogue and so make sure you have a look round our website – why not start at our new dedicated Criminology and Criminal Justice page. You can also connect with us on Twitter at @SAGEcriminology

We’re very excited to announce that the SAGE Criminology and Criminal Justice Video Collection will be launching in early 2017. The collection – featuring over 120 hours of video including In Practice videos, tutorial videos and case study videos, and with footage including police using technology on the beat, forensic scientists analysing evidence, and defence lawyers working with clients – will really help students to understand the application of the theories, concepts and practices they are learning about. Keep an eye out for more information soon!

The SAGE Criminology and Criminal Justice team

@SAGEcriminology

Key new titles
AN INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Edited by Jamie Harding, Pamela Davies both at Northumbria University and George Mair Liverpool Hope University

A contemporary guide to the agencies, theories, concepts, policies, processes, practices and research that comprise criminal justice, this exciting new introduction:

- places the work of the agencies of the criminal justice process in context by explaining their purpose and historical origins, the critical policy issues they face, the type and extent of crime they deal with, the explanations that are offered for crime occurring, and the characteristics of offenders, victims and witnesses
- examines evidence about the effectiveness of the criminal justice process, in the context of debates about its purpose, enabling students to evaluate individual agencies and the process as a whole
- explores inequalities and injustices within the criminal justice process
- uses engaging learning features including extensive case studies, further reading, discussion questions and a glossary of terms
- is accompanied by a website featuring resources including multiple choice questions, downloadable journal articles, podcasts and links to relevant videos

Packed full of insights from real-world practitioners, this is an inspiring and challenging read that will prove an invaluable resource throughout a student’s Criminology degree.

ORDER TODAY

INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINOLOGY

Theories, Methods, and Criminal Behavior

Ninth Edition

Frank E Hagan Mercyhurst College

Focusing on the vital core of criminological theory - theory, method and criminal behaviour - with more attention to crime typologies than most introductory texts, this book investigates all forms of criminal activity, such as organized crime, white collar crime, political crime and environmental crime. The methods of operation, the effects on society and policy decisions, and the connection between theory and criminal behaviour are all explained in a clear, accessible manner.

This Ninth Edition has updated coverage of terrorism and counter-terrorism efforts, as well as new coverage of emerging criminological methods, such as ethnographies. All statistics, tables and figures have been updated, as have the photographs, supplements, and audio and video packages in the new edition to make the material most relevant for courses.

CONTENTS


March 2016 • 488 pages

Paper & Interactive eBook (9781506353616) • £78.00
3 TIPS FOR STUDYING CRIMINOLOGY...

...with Christoffer Carlsson and Jerzy Sarnecki

1. While doing criminology – despite its sometimes brutal and violent subject matter – make sure that you have fun. This is the most important tip we can give you.

2. Try and use criminology in your daily everyday life; not only does it make you see everyday life in a new way, it also makes you a better criminologist. It may sound terribly pretentious, but there is no distinct difference between learning and living.

3. Find friends who share your interests and, together, take criminology out of the classroom, into the streets, restaurants, and bars. Argue with each other:
   'So you really think strain theory is superior to control theory?'
   'Yes. Don’t you?'
   'Are you crazy, that’s like saying Iron Maiden is superior to Nirvana.'
   'Exactly.'
   And so on...
Sweden did not engage in World War II. While large parts of Europe still lay in ruins, the Swedish state started to build a welfare society. Through economic growth and prosperity, and the minimization of class differences, the goal was to create a society where every citizen could lead a decent life.

However, as it soon turned out, not all social problems could be eradicated through welfare politics. Juvenile delinquency, for example, increased substantially and had soon reached alarming levels. Thus, in 1956, the Swedish parliament gave the Swedish government the task of launching an extensive, empirical study of the causes of delinquency.

The study was unique, and the researchers some of the then most leading experts in child psychiatry, child psychology, social psychology, and sociology. They constructed a sample of around 200 Stockholm boys born in 1943-51, who had been recorded for at least one offence prior to age 15 (the crime in question was almost exclusively theft; at this time, for boys, violence was considered a pretty normal behaviour). The study also included a matched control group of around 100 individuals, that is, a group of boys with similar characteristics but without any recorded criminal history.

The boys went through a number of extensive interviews, medical examinations and tests. The boys’ parents and teachers were also interviewed. Adding to this, the researchers collected vast amounts of register data. This large set of data was analyzed and resulted in a number of governmental reports.

Jerzy Sarnecki belongs to the second generation of scholars within The Stockholm Life-Course Project. Having finished his dissertation in sociology in 1978, Sarnecki was hired as a researcher at the Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention, where one of his tasks was to continue the work that the first generation had done on the Stockholm boys. During the early 1980s, when the boys had made the transition into adulthood and were approaching their 40s, Sarnecki launched a follow-up study. It included large amounts of new register data, and a majority of the original sample was interviewed. The findings of this follow-up study, published in the 1980s, support the general findings of life-course criminology today, that is, a considerable degree of both continuity and change in behaviour: whereas the vast majority of all juvenile offenders had desisted from crime, a small group of high-risk offenders had persisted in crime. Among other things, the follow-up study examined how well the original study had managed to predict the boys’ future social development. As it turned out, the best predictions were made by the boys’ teachers; the worst were made by the psychodynamic psychologists.

When Sarnecki became Professor of General Criminology at Stockholm University’s Department of Criminology in 1993, the data sets were moved there. From 2010, Sarnecki is the Head Director of the third phase of the project. At the time of this new follow-up, the men were around 60 years old. Sarnecki and a team of researchers – Christoffer Carlsson among them, as a fresh PhD student – once more collected extensive register data and conducted a large number of in-depth life history interviews. The results of this follow-up study has included the dimensions of childhood risk and human agency over the life course, the dynamics of turning points and desistance processes, and were published in leading criminological journals, including British Journal of Criminology and Criminology. Today, The Stockholm Life-Course Project also includes additional samples of offenders, such as one born in the 1930s and one in the 1970s, and multi-generational data. In total, The Stockholm Life-Course Project includes more than 15,000 individuals.
PRISONS & PUNISHMENT
The Essentials
Second Edition
David Scott Liverpool John Moores University and Nick Flynn De Montfort University

Clearly written and challenging, it addresses issues from the justifications for punishment to the ownership and operation of penal systems, especially prisons

- Professor Mick Ryan, University of Greenwich

This book gives students the tools needed to delve deeper and critically examine issues relating to prisons and punishment. The Second Edition:
• explores prisons and punishment within national, international and comparative contexts
• includes new sections on actuarial justice, proportionality, sentencing principles, persistent offending, rehabilitation and abolitionist approaches to punishment
• features a companion website, directing students towards relevant journal articles and web links
• includes a study skills section which guides students through essay writing and offers hints and tips on how they can get the most out of their lectures and seminars.

CONTENTS
Part I: Penology / Thinking Like a Penologist / Sources of Penal Knowledge / Part II: Core Areas of the Curriculum / Justifications of Punishment / Theorising about Prisons and Punishment / Comparative Penologies / A History of Imprisonment in the UK: until 1997 / Penal Policy: until 2013 / Penal Administration and Prisoner Populations / Sociologies of Prison Life / Penal Accountability / Probation and Community Penalties / Future Directions and Alternative Visions / Part III: Study, Writing and Revision Skills / How to Get the Most out of Your Lectures and Seminars / Writing a Dissertation / Essay Writing Hints / Revision Hints / Exam Hints

2014 • 304 pages
Cloth (9781446273463) • £60.00
Paper (9781446273470) • £18.99

FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY
Theory, research, policy and practice
Jennifer Brown London School of Economics & Political Science, Yvonne Shell and Terri Cole

Mapped to the British Psychological Society’s Stage One and Two training requirements, this book will help students to see how these crucial areas of the profession interact and how they can shape one another. Throughout the text, the authors provide a detailed analysis of key concepts, debates and theories while weaving in insights and reflections from key professionals, ensuring readers have the necessary knowledge and skills to pass assignments and get past the Stage 2 supervised practice requirements en route to becoming a qualified forensic psychologist.

CONTENTS
Scene Setting / Place Setting / The Legal Setting / Ideological Context / Political Context / Theoretical Context / Researching / Victims / Profiling Offenders / Assessment / Treatment and Rehabilitation / Report Writing / Re-imagining Forensic Psychology

September 2015 • 408 pages
Cloth (9781473911932) • £85.00
Paper (9781473911949) • £29.99

Much more on Criminology & Criminal Justice online

Visit our new discipline page where we’ll be sharing free hints, tips, and resources from our authors and editors, providing news on and free content from our books, and highlighting the latest research from our journals.

sagepub.co.uk/criminology-criminal-justice
AN INTRODUCTION TO GREEN CRIMINOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

Angus Nurse, Middlesex University

Nurse covers the main issues in green criminology in a well-written and brief introductory chapter. He then continues to address a number of varied but extremely interesting and pertinent issues that I think will greatly interest students as well as those working in regulatory and policy areas, academics, or indeed readers in general. A very highly recommended text.

-Melissa Deary, Senior Lecturer in Criminology, University of Hull

A comprehensive introduction to green criminology, this book is a discussion of the relationship between mainstream criminal justice and green crimes. Focused on environmental harm within the context of criminal justice, this book takes a global perspective and:

- introduces students to different theoretical perspectives in green criminology
- looks at the victims of environmental crime throughout
- covers topics such as: wildlife crimes; animal abuse; the causes of environmental crime; regulation; exploitation; ecological terrorism; policing; prosecution and monitoring.

Helping readers develop a thorough understanding of the principles of environmental justice and green criminology as well as contemporary developments, this book will be excellent support to students of green criminology.

CONTENTS

December 2015 • 340 pages
Cloth (9781473908093) • £75.00
Paper (9781473908109) • £26.99

CRIME, PUNISHMENT AND MIGRATION

Dario Melossi, University of Bologna

With his characteristic flair and erudition, Dario Melossi elucidates the troubled - and troublesome - connections between migration, crime and punishment, exposing the myths that often pass as facts and showing how globalized market society shapes today’s anxieties about immigrant crime. This brief book is a masterly introduction to a profoundly important topic.

-David Garland, Professor of Sociology, New York University

In this compelling account, Dario Melossi provides an authoritative take on the theory and research examining the connection of crime, migration and punishment. Through a socio-historical and criminological approach, he shows that the core questions of migrants’ criminal behaviour are tightly related to the rules and practices of migrants’ reception within the various countries’ social and normative structures.

CONTENTS

COMPACT CRIMINOLOGY

August 2015 • 128 pages
Cloth (9781849200790) • £60.00
Paper (9781849200806) • £17.99

COMPARATIVE, INTERNATIONAL, AND GLOBAL JUSTICE

Perspectives from Criminology and Criminal Justice

Cyndi Banks, Northern Arizona University and James Baker

The book’s scope and coverage is as vast as is its aspiration to provide synergies across contemporary and often competing conceptualizations of global justice, is commendable.

-Mark Findlay, University of Sydney

Presenting and critically assessing a wide range of topics relevant to criminology, criminal justice and global justice, this text includes specific topics which are contemporary and highly relevant and that will assist students in gaining a fuller appreciation of global justice issues. The authors address these complex global issues with a scholarly but accessible approach, often using detailed case studies. The discussion of each topic is a comprehensive, contextualized account that explains the social context in which law and crime exist and engages with questions of explanation or interpretation.

CONTENTS

December 2015 • 592 pages
Paper (9781483332383) • £57.00
The scholarship deployed in this book is precise, well researched and the writing style is excellent. In my opinion this text provides a notable contribution to teaching in this area and is also of relevance to scholars and policy makers operating in the policing and criminal justice fields.

- Brian Payne, Senior Lecturer in Criminology, University of Gloucestershire

Providing readers with a wide-ranging introduction to key international issues in crime and its control, this book covers all essential theories and clearly explains their relevance to the world today. Going beyond just looking at organized crime, the book covers a range of topics including:

- human rights
- terrorism
- trafficking
- cybercrime
- environmental crime
- international law.

Plenty of case studies and examples are included throughout, including the Bali 9, Rana Plaza and the shooting of Charles De Menezes, and tips on further reading make it easy to know where to go to engage with more debates in the field.

CONTENTS


April 2016 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781412919241) • £70.00
Paper (9781412919258) • £23.99
GLOBAL POLICING AND TRANSNATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT

Four-Volume Set

Edited by Ben Bowling King’s College London and James W E Sheptycki York University, Toronto

The study of policing and law enforcement practices that transcend national boundaries has become a vibrant and growing area of interest for police studies, criminology, sociology, political science, international relations and law. The aim of this major work is to set out an interdisciplinary theoretical framework, delineate the emerging architecture of transnational policing and provide a comprehensive explanation of the law enforcement, surveillance and other practices involved in the policing of global problems. The three volumes also examine the emergence of new forms of policing and explore the theoretical, normative and substantive issues that are emerging in this rapidly developing field.

The editors of this major work have brought together the most important literature developing theoretical perspectives on this topic from various disciplines, together with articles presenting empirical case studies illustrating the forms, functions and effects of the new transnational policing.

CONTENTS


SAGE LIBRARY OF CRIMINOLOGY

September 2015 • 1408 pages
Cloth (9781473908048) • £625.00

TRANSNATIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME

Four-Volume Set

Edited by James Sheptycki York University, Toronto

Transnational organized crime (TOC) has emerged as a major idea in the conceptual field of global governance. Studies of TOC intersect with disparate criminological issues inhabiting apparently different domains: comparative criminal justice; migration studies; transnational policing; and the political sociology of crime, to name just a few. The four-volume structure of this major work enables coverage of the historic development of its conceptualization, critical definitional and socio-political issues, empirical case studies and realist formulations of the problem area as well as theoretical, normative debates, alternative conceptual formulations and policy choices. Each volume contains an introduction illustrating and contextualizing the main themes in each section.

Volume One: Definitions and Theories
Volume Two: Origins, Resources, Organization
Volume Three: Organized Crime and the Penetration of Markets
Volume Four: Organized Crime and Popular Culture, States and Terrorism

CONTENTS


SAGE LIBRARY OF CRIMINOLOGY

2014 • 1432 pages
Cloth (9781446274040) • £645.00

Connect with us...

Follow us for the latest info and free content from our books and journals, news on our authors and editors and conferences we’re attending, and general items of interest.

@SAGEcriminology
AN INTRODUCTION TO NON-TRADITIONAL SECURITY STUDIES
A Transnational Approach

Edited by Mely Caballero-Anthony
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Providing students with a complete introduction to the area, with thoroughly developed pedagogy to both guide those new to the topic and challenge those who are already engaged, this new textbook brings together leaders in the field to cover all key contemporary issues in depth.

February 2016 • 296 pages
Cloth (9781446286074) • £85.00
Paper (9781446286081) • £27.99

SAGE edge offers a range of open access online tools and resources that you can use to help integrate quality content and create a rich learning environment for your students, and which your students can use to reinforce knowledge retention and check progress throughout their course.

Watch out for titles that come with a SAGE edge site!
Gender and Crime, Second Edition is underpinned by a discussion of the concept of human rights when exploring gender and crime; in what way is the concept significant?

Whilst the place and value of human rights within criminological discourse remains a contested issue, we argue that attention to a human rights agenda remains an important overarching paradigm within which to locate and address various injustices experienced by offenders, victims and professionals in criminal justice. This is particularly important when we consider gender differences and the profound inequalities experienced by women and girls in comparison to boys and men. The idea that there is equality between the genders has some appeal in principle yet in practice it remains an unrealised aspiration.

The First Edition of Gender and Crime was written under a New Labour government and was very much influenced by the creation of the single Commission for Equality and Human Rights (CEHR) in 2007. Almost a decade later and writing under an alternative political landscape, we are witnessing a Conservative-Liberal coalition government at odds about its commitment to the future of human rights. It is against such a backdrop that we urge for a greater recognition of the potential of human rights to the study of crime and criminal justice and as a common language to exert sustained pressure on governments, agencies and citizens to work towards change and a transformed future. Alongside this, the social and economic insecurities generated by rapid global change pose a range of challenges for criminology and human rights. The study of gender and crime more particularly, has gone global with a deluge of international and transnational research mapping a broad array of gendered global crime and social harms. In developing a global conversation about gender and crime, we draw on human rights as a unifying framework within which to consider the connections between the local and the global, enabling a more constructive appreciation of the possibilities and limits of national and international human rights.

What 3 tips would you give anyone studying Criminology?

1. When studying criminology it is necessary to be passionate yet objective, as well as realistic about what the discipline is all about and what it can achieve.

2. Always take seriously the methodological and theoretical assumptions and preferences of criminologists who you do not necessarily agree with.

3. When presented with ‘new’ criminological problems or ‘new’ ways of doing things in criminal justice, always consider looking back in time to assess whether such things are ‘new’ – taking a historical approach is invaluable for criminologists trying to make sense of the present and the future.
Bestsellers in Criminology & Criminal Justice

GLOBALIZATION AND CRIME
Second Edition
Katja Franko Aas University of Oslo
A tour de force of how, where and why criminology needs to be applied and extended to our rapidly changing world. This sophisticated and detailed book proclaims the shift of globalization from the periphery to the centre of criminological study

- Professor Sharon Pickering, Border Observatory, Monash University

March 2015 • 208 pages
Cloth (9781446272503) • £75.00
Paper (9781446272510) • £24.99

HATE CRIME
Impact, Causes and Responses
Second Edition
Neil Chakrabarti University of Leicester and Jon Garland University of Surrey
This is a fantastic insight into the realm of "hate crime", indicating its origins and developments in socio-political, criminal justice and academic domains over the years. Not only is it accessible for all levels of readership, it is well-grounded in research and written by two of the leading scholars in this field

- Dr Marian Duggan, Social Policy, Sociology and Social Research, University of Kent

March 2015 • 208 pages
Cloth (9781446272503) • £75.00
Paper (9781446272510) • £24.99

KEY APPROACHES TO CRIMINOLOGY
2013 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781446201978) • £79.00
Paper (9781446201985) • £25.99

THE PENAL SYSTEM
An Introduction
Fifth Edition
Michael Cavadino University of Central Lancashire, James Dignan formerly Professor of Comparative Criminology and Criminal Justice at the University of Leeds and George Mair Liverpool Hope University

[This book] has been an indispensable companion on my journey through the criminal justice system. Today it continues to be a vital resource for critically examining and understanding the use of punishment in England and Wales

- Dr Jamie Bennett, Research Associate, Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford

2013 • 400 pages
Cloth (9781446207246) • £75.00
Paper (9781446207253) • £24.99

CULTURAL CRIMINOLOGY
An Invitation
Second Edition
Jeff Ferrell Texas Christian University and University of Kent, Keith Hayward University of Kent and Jock Young City University of New York and University of Kent
On virtually every page [this] text will offer the keen reader multiple suggestions for taking research on crime and deviance in novel directions. As criminology faces a crisis of confidence, this rare work shows how a new generation of students can fit promising and practical investigations of crime and deviance under a single comprehensive canopy

- Professor Jack Katz, UCLA

May 2015 • 304 pages
Cloth (9781446259153) • £75.00
Paper (9781446259160) • £26.99

ORDER TODAY +44 (0)20 7324 8703
+44 (0)20 7324 8700 sagepublishing.com
CRIMINOLOGICAL AND FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY

Helen Gavin
University of Huddersfield

The great strength of this book is that it covers a broad spectrum of topics and real cases in a way that will be of great interest to students of forensic psychology, criminology, police work and all other related disciplines.

- Elizabeth Noon, De Montfort University

2013 • 424 pages
Cloth (9781848607002) • £105.00
Paper (9781848607019) • £36.99

YOUTH CRIME AND JUSTICE

Second Edition

Edited by Barry Goldson University of Liverpool and John Muncie
The Open University

With its critical perspective and systematic approach towards a hugely complex issue, the Second Edition... fulfils all the expectations and needs of those teaching, studying or researching this domain. It is beyond compare.

- Prof Dr Jenneke Christiaens, Free University, Brussels

March 2015 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781446210826) • £75.00
Paper (9781446210833) • £24.99

THE SAGE DICTIONARY OF CRIMINOLOGY

Third Edition

Edited by Eugene McLaughlin
City University London and John Muncie
The Open University

This Third Edition... is an indispensable tool for interpreting and navigating this ever-changing field, with packed and theoretically weighty entries written by the original researchers and theoreticians themselves. Essential for teaching, studying and doing this thing we call criminology.

- Shadd Maruna, Professor of Justice Studies, Queen's University Belfast

2012 • 536 pages
Cloth (9781446200827) • £77.00
Paper (9781446200834) • £27.99

CRIMINOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES

Essential Readings

Third Edition

Edited by Eugene McLaughlin
City University London and John Muncie
The Open University

Comprehensive in its coverage, judicious in its selectivity and organization, and sophisticated in its contextualizing commentaries, McLaughlin and Muncie's substantially revised collection of key and classic readings is becoming something of a classic itself. A truly must-have book.

- Dr Chris Greer, Senior Lecturer in Sociology and Criminology, City University London

2013 • 768 pages
Cloth (9781446207857) • £90.00
Paper (9781446207864) • £32.99

INTRODUCTION TO POLICING

Second Edition

Michael Rowe
Northumbria University

This new edition, bang up-to-date and admirable in both breadth and depth, provides an excellent introduction to the police in England and Wales - and to the study of police and policing more widely - for undergraduates, and indeed anyone new to the topic.

- Ben Bradford, University of Oxford

2013 • 352 pages
Cloth (9781446255872) • £75.00
Paper (9781446255889) • £24.99

CYBERCRIME AND SOCIETY

Second Edition

Majid Yar
University of Hull

The Second Edition of Cybercrime and Society does not disappoint. Majid Yar delivers yet again with his now customary brand of accessibility and élan. Look no further for your cybercrime primer.

- Dr Keith Hayward, Professor of Criminology, University of Kent

2013 • 232 pages
Cloth (9781446201930) • £75.00
Paper (9781446201947) • £24.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
Understanding the Value of Social Science in Today’s World

BIG IDEAS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
David Edmonds BBC World and Nigel Warburton The Open University

Are human beings less violent than before? Why do we adopt certain moral and political judgements? Why is the gap between rich and poor getting bigger? How do we decide which criminal policies are effective? What is the Population Challenge for the 21st Century? What is social science?

In Big Ideas in Social Science, David Edmonds and Nigel Warburton put these and more of our society’s burning questions to 18 of the world’s leading social scientists including Steven Pinker, Ann Oakley, Lawrence Sherman, Kate Pickett, Robert J. Shiller and Doreen Massey.

The interviews for this book are based on the Social Science Bites series of podcasts, which can be freely accessed at www.socialsciencespace.com, and subscribed to via iTunes. Social Science Bites was inspired by the popular Philosophy Bites podcast (www.philosophybites.com), which was founded by David and Nigel in 2007 and has so far had 26 million downloads.

December 2015 • 184 pages
Cloth (9781473913790) • £50.00
Paper (9781473913806) • £12.99

EXAGGERATED CLAIMS?
The ESRC, 50 Years On
David Walker

What is the role of the state in distributing research money? How do ‘arm’s-length’ funding agencies relate to public policy and business? This original study looks at the main social science funding agency in the UK, which was established 50 years ago. It examines how funding decisions are related to power. Walker asks the tricky question, why has social science research not achieved a more salient role in state policy formation and management strategy; is the funding agency responsible?

Insightful, engrossing and highly original, the book will be required reading for anyone who has written or will write a social science research bid and, more widely, for students of power, knowledge and culture.

December 2015 • 128 pages
Cloth (9781473942233) • £45.00
Ebook (9781473967045) • £14.99

MEDIA AND CRIME
Third Edition
Yvonne Jewkes University of Leicester

One of the field’s very best scholars offers a critical panorama of crime and media, from prison films to surveillance culture and cybercrime. As intellectually sophisticated as it is narratively engaging, Yvonne Jewkes’ Media and Crime is a masterful must-read.

- Professor Jeff Ferrell,
  Texas Christian University and University of Kent

This book guides students through key issues ranging from news reporting of crime, media constructions of children and women, moral panics, and media and the police, to ‘reality’ crime shows, surveillance and social control. This Third Edition:

- explores innovations in technology and forms of reporting, including citizen journalism
- examines the impact of new media
- features chapters dedicated to the issues around cybercrime and crime film, and new content on terrorism and the media
- shows students how to research media and crime
- includes discussion questions, further reading suggestions and a glossary
- now features a companion website, complete with links to journal articles, relevant websites and blogs.

KEY APPROACHES TO CRIMINOLOGY

February 2015 • 362 pages
Cloth (9781446272527) • £75.00
Paper (9781446272534) • £26.99

YOUTH AND CRIME
Fourth Edition
John Muncie The Open University

Not only does what one would expect a first rate textbook to do – provide comprehensive, accessible and up-to-date material for students – but offers so much more. It provides a grounded theoretical and empirical account of the enormous changes that have occurred in the ways in which we understand and respond to young people using the machinery of criminal justice.

- Professor Tim Newburn,
  London School of Economics and Political Science

Keeping students abreast of contemporary debates, this Fourth Edition:

- includes updated chapters on youth crime discourse and data, youth victimology, youth and social policy, youth justice strategies and comparative and international youth justice
- keeps students up to date with contemporary research into explanations of youth crime, youth and media, youth cultures, youth unemployment and training programmes, and youth justice policies and takes into account recent legislative reform
- features a new companion website with links to journal articles, relevant websites, blogs and government reports.

2014 • 496 pages
Cloth (9781446274859) • £85.00
Paper (9781446274866) • £28.99
This book comprises carefully selected and edited research articles from the leading journals in the field. Each of these articles features an introduction, written to draw the student’s attention to the specific concept(s) from the chapter, and a series of questions about the article, designed to help the student think critically about and reflect on these concepts. In this way, students not only learn how to conduct research, but also learn why it is important to do so.

The additional readings increase students’ understanding of complex issues being investigated in the field today and how those issues are being researched.

CONTENTS

March 2016 • 672 pages
Paper (9781506323671) • £71.00
With over 2,000 books and journals in research methods, across qualitative, quantitative and mixed methods, you are sure to find what you need to support your research.

**DATA VISUALISATION**
A Handbook for Data Driven Design
Andy Kirk Freelance Data Visualisation Specialist and Trainer
May 2016 • 368 pages
Cloth (9781473916371) • £100.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781473960541) • £34.99

**DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE RESEARCH PROPOSALS**
Third Edition
Keith F Punch University of Western Australia
March 2016 • 192 pages
Cloth (9781446274965) • £75.00
Paper (9781446274972) • £26.99

**INTERVIEWS IN QUALITATIVE RESEARCH**
Second Edition
Nigel King University of Huddersfield and Christine Horrocks Manchester Metropolitan University
December 2016 • 296 pages
Cloth (9781446274965) • £75.00
Paper (9781446274972) • £26.99

**THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF ONLINE RESEARCH METHODS**
Second Edition
Edited by Nigel G Fielding University of Surrey, Raymond M Lee Royal Holloway, University of London and Grant Blank The University of Oxford
December 2016 • 640 pages
Cloth (9781473918788) • £120.00

**STATISTICS FOR PEOPLE WHO (THINK THEY) HATE STATISTICS**
Using Microsoft Excel 2016
Fourth Edition
Neil J Salkind The University of Kansas
April 2016 • 564 pages
Cloth (9781446210444) • £90.00
Paper (9781446210451) • £32.99

**AN ADVENTURE IN STATISTICS**
The Reality Enigma
Andy Field University of Sussex
May 2016 • 768 pages
Cloth (9781446210444) • £90.00
Paper (9781446210451) • £32.99

**AN INTRODUCTION TO SECONDARY DATA ANALYSIS WITH IBM SPSS STATISTICS**
John MacInnes University of Edinburgh
December 2016 • 368 pages
Cloth (9781446285763) • £85.00
Paper (9781446285770) • £28.99

**THE LITERATURE SEARCH**
Strategies and Tools for Student Researchers
Diana Ridley Sheffield University
SAGE STUDY SKILLS SERIES
January 2017 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781473912063) • £90.00
Paper (9781473912056) • £19.99
For any questions about any of our Research Methods books, please contact your local sales representative at sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep
RISK
Four-Volume Set
Edited by Adam Burgess University of Kent
Risk-related research has increased exponentially since its beginnings in the late 1960s, indicated by the array of specialist journals such as Risk Analysis, Journal of Risk Research and Health, Risk and Society. From original concerns with public perception of risk from technology, food, health, the environment and the media it has expanded into many new areas, such as terrorism and child safety. This major work brings together articles that have made an impact and have implications beyond their disciplinary field or topic area, and the literature is organized into the following thematic volumes:
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